
Ground Rules for Softball Fields      
 

 
 

 
 

This is a list of all potential fields, some will not be used. 
Fields are in alphabetical order (These are subject to change, last updated 8/10/21) 

 

Captains & Umpires should meet before game to go over Ground Rules.   
Please use these ground rules for all games so that they are consistent each time you play. 

Out of play may need to be adapted if field conditions change.  
 Many fields may have a painted line for out of play, if so, please use this line. 

 

Albemarle, Newton (All Divisions) 
Albemarle Fence (C & D Division) 
Arsenal Park, Watertown  (D Division) 
BBN, Cambridge (B, C & D Division) 
Bigelow School/Burr Park, Newton (C & D Divisions) 
Boston Common,  Boston (C & D Divisions) 
Burr School, Newton  (C & D Division)   
Cabot School, Newton (All Divisions) 
Cassidy Park (Cleveland Circle), Brighton (All Divisions) 
Daly Field, Watertown (B,C & D Divisions) 
Donnelly, Cambridge (B,C & D Divisions) 
Ebersol Field 2, Boston (B,C & D Divisions)  
Filippello Park, Watertown (All Divisions) 
Forte Park, Newton (All Divisions)  
Foss Park, Somerville (All Divisions 
Ginn Field, Winchester (All Divisions) 
Hoyt Field, Cambridge (All Divisions) 
Library Park, Woburn (All Divisions) 
McGrath Field (formerly Warren School) West Newton (All Divisions)  
Memorial  Field, Medford  (C & D Divisions) 
Murray Field, Brighton  (All Divisions) 
Oak Hill School, Field #1 & #2, Newton  (All Divisions)  
Pelligrini Field (Hawthorne Park), Newton  (C & D Division) 
Pine Manor College, Brookline  (C & D Divisions) 
Roberto Clemente Field (C & D Divisions) 
Smith Fields 1, 2, Brighton  (All Divisions) 
Trum Field, Somerville (All Divisions) 
Tufts Park #1 & #2, Medford (All Divisions) 
 

Call BSSC sports phone, 617-462-8844, if there is an issue or question at a field involving Permits 



NOTE on TIME RESTRICTIONS: 
1) When 2 or more games are played back to back on the same field a no new inning will start after 70 minutes 

of the designated start time. No Grace period on games on these fields.  Umpires will adhere to this.  Lights 
go out on a timer at various times, depending on the field.  

2) When only one game is being played on a field (or it is the LAST game of the night), It is the umpires call to 
extend the game past 1.25 hours or end the game. 

3) All Sunday games will adhere to 1.25 hour time restrictions with NO grace period.  
3)   All Playoff Games Must Be Completed (no time limit). 
 
NOTE on Fields that have a group using the field when you get there.  In most cases, it is a youth 
organization and they have the field until 8 or 9pm, depending on the field.  Stay off until they are done, even if 
they go beyond your start time  Call BSSC sports phone, 617-462-8844, if there is an issue or question. 
 
NOTE on Fields where games are played with shared outfield space - If players on the other field touch ball, 
it is the umpire’s discretion as to whether it would be a double or more.  If the players on the other field interfere 
with a fielder in any way, ball is dead and batter hits over again with the same count. 
 
NOTE on any field with a FENCE - if the ball bounces over the fence after hitting the ground it is a ground rule 
double. On any field with a double limit, it does not count as a ball hit over the fence, it is always a ground rule 
double.  
 
NOTE on Pitching Distance – ALL games must be pitched from 50 feet, very few fields has a pitching rubber 
at this distance, all distances listed represent distance to existing pitching rubber.  

 

 
 

Albemarle SB field, Newton 
Fence:  No   Distance to Left: 240-300+.  RF: Open    Right/Center: 250 ft to corner of soccer field  CF: Open 
Distance to Mound: 40 ft.    Has Plate: yes    Parking:  street    
Ground Rules: Everything is in play.  The corner of the soccer field is in Right center field, if ball is untouched 
and playable, it remains in play.  Otherwise umpire discretion.  If Soccer ball interferes with softball game, 
umpires discretion.   
Dead Ball:  Back stop to imaginary line on both sides.  Left field out of play line should be in line with 2nd fence 
pole from right corner of tennis court fence.  Right field out of play should line up with light pole, anything on 
walkway is out of play.   
 

Albemarle, Fenced field, Newton (Also known as Jean Hayes Cole field) 
Fence: Yes, 10’ high   Distance to left, right and center: 210’ 
Ground rules: Any ball hit over the fence is a ground rule double 
 

Arsenal Park, Watertown 
Fence:  No    Distance to Left: 240 ft.    Right: Open.   Center: 225 ft to 240 ft 
Distance to mound: 40 ft.  Has plate: Yes   Parking: parking lot.   
Ground Rules: There is a paved walk way in left field, in the air or on the ground beyond this walkway is a 
ground rule double.  Trees in Left and Left center field are ground rule doubles.  Right field has a large tree that 
is in fair territory if a ball hits the tree in the air the call is a dead ball—no pitch, everything else is all you can get.  
Also, there is a large tree in foul territory down first base line if ball hits the tree via a batted ball, dead ball, strike.  
Dead ball:  Back stop to bench draw imaginary line to walkway on left side.  Backstop to bench to walkway to 
tree on right side. 
NOTE:  This field is set up crooked; Home plate lines up with the edge of the grass down the baselines to the 
inside edge of the big tree in right and the rusty post in left. 

 
BBN SB field WITH FENCE, Cambridge 

Fence:  Yes    Distance to left:  225 ft.  Right:  225 ft    Center:  225 ft 
Distance to mound: 42 ft.  Has Plate: Yes    Parking:  Lot   
Ground Rules:  Fenced, over fence is a double - limit 5 per team; after that over fence is a single. 
Dead Ball:  Backstop to out of play lines 



 
 

BBN SB field WITHOUT FENCE, Cambridge 
Fence:  No    Distance to left:  275 ft.  Right:  275 ft    Center:  300 ft 
Distance to mound: 42 ft.  Has Plate: Yes    Parking:  Lot   
Ground Rules:  Field surrounded by a big fence, so all in play.  but, if it goes out of play then it should  be a 
homerun if it goes that  far. 
Dead Ball:  Backstop to out of play lines 

 
Bigelow School/Burr Park, Newton 

Fence: No   Distance to left: 200 to 270 ft.  Right 300+ ft  Center:  275 ft to 300+  
Distance to Mound: 42 & 46 ft  Has Plate:  Yes   Parking:  Street    
Ground Rules:  Big tree over hangs Third base – any time a ball hits it is a dead ball (and doesn’t count as a 
strike – unless 2nd foul after 2 strikes). Ball hit in air and into tree in left field between foul line and first wooden 
pole with light on top is ground rule double (limit 5 per team, after that automatic single).  On the ground in that 
area is in play or ground rule (double if stuck).  Ball that hits wooden light pole or goes into tree to the right of 
pole is always a ground rule double. If ball hits other pole with light (one closer to center field) or hits building is a 
HR.  Center field & right field is all you can get.  Any ball going over any other fence or out of the park is a HR. 
Dead Ball: Backstop to out of play lines 
 

Boston Common, Boston 
Fence:  Yes   Distance to left:  270-300 ft.  Right: 225-270 ft Center:  300 ft 
Distance to mound: 40 & 46 ft.  Parking: street & underground garage    
Ground Rules: Over fence is Home Run, except between right field foul line & 1st light pole (this is a double).  If 
ball hits over hanging tree in right field - deadball, if ump feels it could have been caught, then replay. 
Dead Ball: Field is enclosed by a fence, but there is bleachers, umpires decide on out of play 
 

Burr School, West Newton 
Fence: Tennis Courts in right, 175 to 190 ft    Distance to left: 230 to trees then rest is open  
Distance to Mound: 46 ft    Parking:  Parking lot    
Ground Rules: Left field – In air into top half of tree (if visible from home plate) or over fence is a Homerun.  On 
ground is Double (along left field line only) if it goes into bushes, the fence is in play, as is anything to the right of 
the fence (even though it is down the hill).  Right field – Foul line is the 4th post from the left corner post of the 
tennis courts.  In air over fence is a double, limit 5 per team; after that over fence is a single.  Balls on ground 
hitting fence are in play.  
Dead Ball: On left side – Backstop to fence and then imaginary line to right corner of house.  On right side – 
Backstop to fence and then imaginary line to right corner of tennis courts.   
 

Cabot School, Newton 
Fence:  in left & right    Distance to Left: 260-300’    Right: 240-300’   Center: Open 
Distance to mound: 42 ft.  Parking: Street parking   
Ground Rules: Over any fence is a homerun.  Any ball hit into the bleachers or trees in Left field is a HR.  Trees 
along foul lines are considered out of play, so if a batted ball hits one (even a leaf), it is a dead ball/foul ball. 
Dead ball:  Back stop to small fence in front of benches then imaginary line on left & right side.   

 
Cassidy Park (furthest from Reservoir & Baseball Diamond) Cleveland Circle, Brighton 

Fence: NO    Distance to left: 210ft.  Right Open  Center: Open 
Distance to Mound: 46 ft    Parking:  Parking lot    
Ground Rules:  all Open, get all you can. 
Dead Ball: Back stop to bench to imaginary line on both sides. 
 

Daly Field WITH FENCE, Brighton 
Note: We do not have access to the field until the group before us is off.  Stay off the field. 
Fence:  Yes     Distance to Left:  215’     Right: 215’     Center:  230’ 
Distance to Mound: 48’     Parking:   lot   
Ground Rules: Fenced, over fence is a double - limit 5 per team; after that over fence is a single. 
Dead Ball: From backstop, continuing down imaginary lines on both sides. Line runs just in front of light poles 
down both left and right field foul lines 
 



Daly Field WITHOUT FENCE, Brighton 
Note: We do not have access to the field until the group before us is off.  Stay off the field. 
Fence:  No     Distance to Left:  270’     Right: 270’     Center:  275’ 
Distance to Mound: 48’     Parking:   lot   
Ground Rules: Any ball hit into the trees, light pole, or into the road in the air is a homerun 
Dead Ball: From backstop, continuing down imaginary lines on both sides. Line runs just in front of light poles 
down both left and right field foul lines 
 

Donnelly SB Field, Cambridge 
There is a little league field situated in left field of the SB diamond.  If there is game or practice going on 
at the little league field (generally until Dusk), it is an AUTOMATIC OUT if you hit the ball over the fence.  
If the same team does it again in the same game, then that player will be ejected from the game.  NO 
EXCEPTIONS. This is for safety reasons.  If there is no activity on that diamond, please see below. 
Fence: Left field only Distance to Left: 242 to 300ft   Right: 300ft  Center: 300+ft 
Distance to Mound: 42 ft.    Parking: Street 
Ground Rules:  Over fence in left from foul pole to the 5th black fence post is ground rule double.  From Right of 
this fence post is a home rum if over fence.  Everything else is open and all in play.  If balls hit the building or 
trees in right field it is all in play. 
Dead Ball:  On Left side, Back stop to fence to Light pole.  On right side, back stop to fence to imaginary line. 
 

Ebersol field #2, Boston 
Note: The first game of the night is at 9pm, AFTER the previous group has completed.  We do not have 
access to the field until 9pm.  Stay off the field. 
Fence:  No     Distance to Left:  300+      Right: 300+       Center:  300+ 
Distance to Mound: 46 ft      Has Plate: yes     Parking:   Good Luck   
Bases: are in ground and only 60 ft, do not remove them, please use these bases.   
Ground Rules: Field is wide open, ball is in play, all you can get.  On left field line, if any ball in air hits 
overhanging tree branches it is a Foul ball/dead ball.  If fair ball in air hits overhanging tree branches above the 
fence it is a Homerun. 
Dead Ball:  Umpire to use discretion 
 

Filippello Park, Watertown 
Fence: No    Distance to left: 275+ ft.  Right 350+ ft.  Center:  300-350 ft.   
Distance to Mound: 46ft    Has Plate:  Yes   Parking:  Parking lot & street    
Ground Rules:  Left & Center  field - ball hit on the fly into trees is homerun, everything else is in play.  
Dead Ball:  On right side - Backstop to fence in front of dugout to fence to imaginary line in front of trees.  On left 
side – Backstop to fence in front of dugout to imaginary line in front of building and down left field foul line.   

 
Forte Park, Newton   

Note: The first game of the night is at 8pm, AFTER youth Soccer has completed.  We do not have access 
to the field until they are done.  Stay off the field. 
Fence: None   Distance to Left: 300 ft   Center: 300 ft  Right: 330 ft 
Distance to Mound: 46 ft Parking: Lot   
Ground Rules: Field is wide open.  Any ball that goes out of play beyond fielders is a homerun, whether on the 
ground or in the air. 
 Dead Ball: 3rd base - Backstop, straight back to second fence and then imaginary line beyond end of fence.  1st 
base - Backstop, straight back to second fence.  All of right field foul territory is in play. 

 
Ginn Field, Winchester 

Note: Our permit starts at 8pm, AFTER Pop Warner.  We do not have access to the field until they are 
done.  Stay off the field.  If no one at the field, the umpire turns on the lights. 
Fence: Right & left field    Distance to left: 270+ ft.  Right 210-270 ft.  Center:  270-350 ft.   
Distance to Mound: 40ft    Has Plate:  Yes   Parking:  Parking lot & street    
Ground Rules:  Left field - ball hit on the fly over fence or into woods is homerun, everything else is in play. 
Center field is all you can get.  Right field-goes over fence-homerun, after fence ends, if it goes over brick wall it 
is a homerun, ball is in play if it bounces off wall or fence. 
Dead Ball:  Backstop to light poles on both sides. 

 
 



Hoyt Field, Cambridge 
Fence:  Yes, 10ft high   Distance to left:  246-300 ft.  Right: 270-300 ft Center:  306 ft 
Distance to mound: 46 ft.  Parking: street & small lot    
Ground Rules: Over fence is Home Run 
Dead Ball: Field is enclosed by a fence, so everything is in play 
 
 

Library park, Field 1 & 2, Woburn 
Fence:  None    Distance to Left: Open    Right: 300 ft  Center: Open 
Distance to Mounds: 42, 46 & 50 ft.    Parking:  Parking lot    
Ground Rules: Field is wide open, all you can get, over fence is a homerun 
Dead Ball:  Backstop to light pole to imaginary line on both sides 
Rule:  If players on the other field touch ball, it is the umpire’s discretion as to whether it would be a double or 
more.  If the players on the other field interfere with a fielder in any way, ball is dead and batter hits over again 
with the same count. 
 

McGrath Field (formerly) Warren School (New), West Newton  
Fence: only on part of right field   Distance to Left: 300+ ft   Center: 300 ft  Right: 210 ft to 300+ ft 
Distance to Mound: 46 ft Parking: Lot (do not park in resident spots)    
Ground Rules: Field is wide open.  Fence in straight away center is 300 ft, so home run if over fence.  Fence on 
right field line is 210, but quickly becomes deeper - however, all balls over this fence are ground rule doubles.  
Dead Ball: 3rd base - Imaginary line from backstop, and then along edge of bushes.  1st base - Imaginary line 
from backstop, and then along edge of bushes/fence.   Umpires will use their judgment. 

 
Memorial Park, Medford 

Note: From April thru July, the first game of the night is AFTER Girls Softball has completed.  We do not 
have access to the field until they are done.  Stay off the field.  From August to October we play AFTER 
Pop Warner Football.  We do not have access to the field until they are done.  Stay off the field.   
Fence: Left only Distance to Left: 215 to 270ft   Right: 210 to 280ft  Center: 280+ft 
Distance to Mound: 46 ft.    Has Plate: Yes    Parking: Winthrop St (both sides)  
Ground Rules:  Over fence in left from foul pole to light pole is ground rule double.  From Right of left field light 
pole is home rum if over fence.  Between Left field light pole and right field light pole is all you can get if ball stays 
in play (once ball reaches sidewalk it is out of play and a homerun), into trees is a homerun.  If balls lands on top 
of batting cage it is a home run.  From Right field light pole to foul line is double, if hit into trees in air or reaches 
sidewalk.  Any ball hitting a light pole in the air is double.  Balls hit on ground that strike light poles or trees are in 
play. 
Dead Ball:  On Right side, Back stop to Light pole to bench to light pole.  On left side, back stop to pole to bench 
to light pole to left corner of little league dugout. 
 

Murray Field, Brighton 
Fence: None   Distance to Left: Open  Right: Open Center: Open 
Distance to Mound: 40 & 46 ft.    Parking:  Parking lot    
Ground Rules: Field is open.  If over a fence, homerun. 
Dead Ball: Backstop to fence to imaginary line on both sides 

 
Oak Hill School, Field #1 & #2 & #3,  Newton   

Fence:  No    Distance to Left:??.  Right: ??    Center: ?? 
Distance to Mound: 46 ft.    Parking:  Along street    
Ground Rules: Field is Open, all in play.  
Dead Ball:  Back stop along fence on right side, back to imaginary line along left side. 
 

Pelligrini (also known as Hawthorne), Newton 
Fence: Yes Distance to left: 250-255 ft. Right: 300+ ft Center: 260-300 ft 
Distance to mound: 46 & 50 ft. Parking: street & small lot 
Ground Rules: Over fence in Left field ( between foul line and gate in center) is ground rule Double, right field 
foul line & 1st light pole (this is a double). Over taller fence in center (to right of gate) and fence in right is a Home 
Run. If ball hits any part of a tree it is (a dead ball and) considered over the fence. 
Dead Ball: on first base side, Back stop (then imaginary line – parallel to foul line) to fence.  Light pole in right 
field foul territory and fence near it is in play.  On third base side, Back stop (then imaginary line – parallel to foul 
line). 



 
Pine Manor College SB Field, Brookline 

Fence:  No   Distance to Left: 260 ft.  Right: 215 ft.    Center: 300 ft. 
Distance to Mound: 44 ft.    Parking:  on campus    
Ground Rules:  If fenced, over fence is a double - limit 5 per team, after that over fence is a single (team that 
hits the ball into pond provides replacement ball).  If fence is down, Left field is all you can get.  Center, over to 
large bush in right center, is all in play until it goes in water.  In air = Home Run, On ground = Triple.  Right, 
ground rule double, in air or on ground. 
Dead Ball: Back stop to bench to along hill on left side.  Back stop to bench to tree on right side. 
 

Roberto Clemente (Clemente), Boston 
Fence:  No   Distance to Left: Open.  Right: 230 ft.    Center: Open 
Distance to Mound: 44 ft.    Parking:  on street, Boston Latin School    
Ground Rules:  Anything hit in the air over the hill to the LEFT of the light poll is a homerun, to the RIGHT of the 
light poll is a single.  Anything that rolls over the hill at any point is a double.  Play the light poll itself as a wall.  If 
the ball rolls up the hill, but doesn’t go over the other side the ball is live and play it as is. 
Dead Ball: Back stop to bench imaginary line. 

 
Roberto Clemente (Cobe), Boston 

Fence:  No   Distance to Left: 230 ft.  Right: Open    Center: Open 
Distance to Mound: 44 ft.    Parking:  on street, Boston Latin School    
Ground Rules:  Anything hit in the air over the hill to the LEFT of the light poll is a single, to the RIGHT of the 
light poll is a homerun.  Anything that rolls over the hill at any point is a double.  Play the light poll itself as a wall.  
If the ball rolls up the hill, but doesn’t go over the other side the ball is live and play it as is. 
Dead Ball: Back stop to bench imaginary line. 

 
Smith Field 1 & 2 Brighton 

Fence:  No   Distance to Left: Open.  Right: Open    Center: Open 
Distance to Mound: 46 ft.    Parking: Western Ave or Soldiers Field Rd    
Ground Rules: Open field, All you can get.   
Dead Ball:  Back stop to imaginary line on both sides, umpires discretion. 

On field 1, if a batted ball hits the tree on third base it is foul 
 

Tufts Park Field 1 (closest to Pool), Medford 
Fence:  No   Distance to Left: Open.  Right: 300    Center: Open 
Distance to Mound: 40 & 50 ft.    Parking: Morton Ave    
Ground Rules: Open field, All you can get (if over fence is homerun).   
Dead Ball:  On left side - Back stop to fence to imaginary line between telephone poles.  On right side - Back 
stop to fence to paved walkway 
Rule:  If players on the other field touch ball, it is the umpire’s discretion as to whether it would be a double or 
more.  If the players on the other field interfere with a fielder in any way, ball is dead and batter hits over again 
with the same count. 
 

Tufts Park Field 2, Medford 
Fence:  only in really deep left   Distance to Left: 300  Right: Open    Center: Open 
Distance to Mound: 50 ft.    Parking: Morton Ave or lot behind backstop   
Ground Rules: Open field, All you can get (over fence is homerun).   
Dead Ball:  On left side - Back stop to fence to paved walkway.  On right side - Back stop to fence to imaginary 
line in front of trees. 
Rule:  If players on the other field touch ball, it is the umpire’s discretion as to whether it would be a double or 
more.  If the players on the other field interfere with a fielder in any way, ball is dead and batter hits over again 
with the same count. 
 

Trum SB Field, Somerville 
Fence:  10’-25’ fence in Right & Center   Distance to Left: Open  Right: 225 to 250    Center: 250+ 
Distance to Mound: 46 ft.    Parking: Surrounding streets    
Ground Rules: Left field is open (all you can get).  Into screen above tennis courts is a homerun.  Into trees in 
right center is a homerun.  Over all fences surrounding park is Homerun. 



Dead Ball:  Back stop & fence in front of benches is in play, if thru opening dead ball.  On first base side – walk 
way is out of play.  On third base side, ball into bleachers is dead ball, if bounces off of bottom “step” it is still in 
play. 
 


